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Dear Neighbor,

My name is Bruce Jutiani and I want to build a house at 1240 N. Angelo Drive. This will 
be built on land that l own here in this beautiful area of Be! Air. We all have dreams 
regarding our quality of life and home ownership in areas we consider extraordinary. 
This is my dream as well.

In order to start this process, which has taken me over 7 years, I have assembled a 
team of professional experts to make sure all of our plans meet safety regulations and 
guidelines established for single family home construction in the City of Los Angeles

As a good neighbor would do, I want to shorten the time it will take to build my home by 
expediting the schedule so that it reduces the impact of the construction process, 
making it minimally invasive to the solitude of this community, and respect the 
environmental assets and this natural setting I hope to enjoy along with you. To do that 
we have made design modifications and other adjustments to comply with all the 
established and new safety regulations put forth by the City’s Department of Public 
Works and the Department of Building and Safety professionals.

At a public hearing of the Board of Building and Safety Commissioners of the City of Los 
Angeles, the Board reviewed plans for the proposed hauling operations to export 4.096 
cubic yards of earth from the project site and environmental review under the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). All problems of drainage, erosion and land stability 
on site have been resolved as part of the grading plan check process prior to the 
issuance of the grading permit. Extensive soils engineering and geologic studies were 
required for any substantial grading on hillside sites and we met that design challenge in 
order to obtain the grading permit.

One of my primary concerns in this process is for the safety of everyone impacted by 
the construction of my home. We will make any modifications in our plans to comply 
with city regulations and requirements and provide regular inspections by the city’s 
building professionals to assure compliance.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Bruce Juliani
1906 Greenfield Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025
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COMMUNICATIONS TO NEIGHBORS ON ANGELO DRIVE REGARDING DIRT HAULING

From: Alan Cade <afan.cade'fi)aol.com>
To:hantrucking@gmail.com 

124Qanqelo@gmail.com 
Cc: steven.gallegos@gmapl.com

Sent. Sat, Jun 17, 2017 3.40 pm
Subject: Residence Construction at 1240 N. Angelo Drive

I spoke to Mr. and Mrs Wolfe. Their concerns fall into the following areas:

1. In the past apparently, some trucks have gotten stuck / broke down while backing up to make the turn 
in front of their property or trying to turn around This the street was blocked and any emergence vehicles 
could not get through. I told them that the trucks to be used are very new so this will not be an issue

2. They were concerned about damage to their brick wall from trucks rolling into it. Aoparcntly, this has 
happened in the past I told them of the plan to relocate 2 sections of K-rail to in front of their brick wall.

3. They are concerned about dust, as apparently the whole family suffers from various breathing related 
medical conditions. She also said that they would not give permission to use their water tor dust control 
or other purposes. I told them that we would install the permanent water service at the start of 
construction. I have all of the paperwork for this, but DWP will not commence the multi-month (90 day) 
engineering / installation process until the $14 764.60 fee is paid. This process needs to be stated ASAP.

4 Some of their clients / patients have small children that tend to run into the street. Thus, safety / 
flagmen will be critical.

Alan

-----Original Message—
From: Alan Cade <alan.cade@aol.com>
To: tgerrity? <tcieritv2;<x.aol.com>
Sent. Sat, Jun 17, 2017 2 51 pm
Subject: Residence Construction at 1240 N. Angelo Drive

I am the owners representative / project manager from Bruce Juliani, the owner of this property I am 
writing this e-mail in response to your concerns that trucks for the construction process may damage the 
street paving, create safety issues and impact the hillside stability.

Please be advised that Mr. Juliani is posting a bond with the City of Los Angeles in the amount of 
$273,000 to cover any potential road damage and street cleaning that may be required as a result of the 
dirt hauling activity. This amount was determined by the City of Los Angeles, Dept, of Transportation.

Please be advised that Mr. Juliani is posting a bond with the City of Los Angeles in the amount of 
$273,000 to cover any potential road damage and street cleaning that may be required as a result of the 
dirt hauling activity. This amount was determined by the City of Los Angeles, Dept, of Transportation.

During the period of soil hauling. 4 flagmen will be assigned to the project, each in radio communication 
with the others. 2 flagmen will be located at 1240 N. Angelo Dr one at the Angelo Dr,/ Hillgrove 
intersection, and an additional flagman.

The project has been engineered in accordance with the latest city of Los Angeles codes. All soils 
reports and grading plans have been reviewed by the City of Los Angeles Grading Department As a 
result, with the underground concrete caissons which will be installed, the hillside stability' will be greatly 
increased from the current conditions.

Please contact me with any continuing concerns that you may have.
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Alan Cade
1818)915- 2801

-----Original Message-—
From: Alan Cade <alan.cade@aol com>
To: lessakow <lessakow@gmail.com>
Sent: Sat, Jun 17, 2017 2:57 pm
Subject. Construction of Residence At 1240 N Angelo Dr.

I am the owners representative / project manager from Bruce Juliani, the owner of this property. I am 
writing this e-mail in response to your concerns that trucks for the construction process may damage the 
street paving, create safety issues, and impact the hillside stability.

Please be advised that Mr. Juliani is posting a bond with the City of Los Angeles in the amount of 
$273,000 to cover any potential read damage and street cleaning that may be required as a result of the 
dirt hauling activity. This amount was determined by the City of Los Angeles Dept, of Transportation.

During the perioo of soil hauling, 4 flagmen will be assigned to the project, each in radio communication 
with the others. 2 flagmen will be located at 1240 N. Angelo Dr, one at the Angelo Dr./ Hillgrove 
intersection, and an additional flagman. After the first few days of activity, a level area will be available 
within the property to allow tr ucks to back onto the property to be leaded, tnis eliminating the need to turn 
around on the street. This is a specific requirement of Von Ambatielos, President of the City of Los 
Angeles Board of 3ut!ding and Safety Commissioners.

The project has been engineered in accoidance with the latest city of Los Angeles codes. All soils 
reports and grading plans nave been reviewed by the City of Los Angeles Grading Department As a 
result, with the underground concrete caissons which will be installed, the hillside stability will be greatly 
increased from the current conditions.

Please contact me with any continuing concerns that you may have.

Alan Cade
.318) 915 - 2801

From Alan Cade <alan.cade(g'.aol.com>
To msl618 <msl618@mac com>
Sent: Sat, Jun 17, 2017 3 19 pm
Subject. Construction of Residence at 1240 N Angelo Dr.

Thank you for talking with me.

I am the owners representative / project manager from Bruce Juliani, the owner of this property I am 
writing this e-mail in response to your concerns that trucks for the construction process may create safety 
issues and impact the hillside stability.

Please e-mail me the pictures you mentioned of earth i mud emanating from the 1240 N Angelo Drive 
property. I will ensure that this does not continue into the future.

Please be advised that Mr. Juliani is posting a bond with the City of Los Angeles in the amount of 
$273,000 to cover any potential road damage and street cleaning that may be required as a result of the 
dirt hauling activity. This amount was determined by the City of Los Angeles Dept, of Transportation.

The specific haul route was directed by the City of Los Angeles Dept of Transportation. During the 
period of soil hauling, 4 flagmen will be assigned to the project, each in radio communication with the 
others. 2 flagmen will be located at 1240 N. Angelo Dr. one at the Angelo Dr./ Hillgrove intersection, and 
an additional flagman. After the first tew days of activity, a level area will be available within the property 
to allow trucks to back onto the property to be loaded, this eliminating the need to turn around on the
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street. This is a specific requirement of Von Ambatielos, President of the City of Los Angeles Board of 
Building and Safety Commissioners.

Tne project has been engineered in accordance with the latest city of Los Angeles codes. All soils 
reports and grading plans have been reviewed by the City of Los Angeles Grading Department As a 
result with the underground concrete caissons which will be installed, the hillside stability will be greatly 
increased from the current conditions

This project will permanently resolve the soil / mud running of the this property onto the street.

I will personally make sure that no construction trucks park or idle in front of your home,

Please contact me with any continuing concerns that you may have.

Alan Cade
>818)915-2801
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Letter from: Faisal Alserri, Senior Planning Deputy, Office of Counciimember Paul Koretz

Hi Bruce, Afan, Sam,

Would you be able to reach out to Susy Forbath i310-393-4Q00). she has the following 
questions she stated her client would like to talk with you about. Would you please let me know 
if you can reach out to them?

Plans,'specs related to the turning radius for a 10-cubic yd, truck making a hard-angle left 
onto the very narrow Angelo Drive-
1. Attached are the specifications of the dump trucks that will he used. The truck movement has 
been laid out with a scaled truck cutout on the Grading Plan. The flagmen will guide the truck 
and manage traffic safety while the trucks are exiting the site.

1.

Calculations for soil excavation/export needed to create a flat pad large enough for a 10- 
cubic yd truck to turn around onsite: how many truck-loads will need to be hauled for this 
purpose0
2. We estimate that approximately 400 cubic yards (40 truck loads) of rock / soil will be removed 
prior to the trucks fully being on-site for loading. This will provide for a industry standard 
benched excavation so as not to have an excessive vertical cut. This will be accomplished in 
approximately 3 days as addressed by Van Ambatielos, Present of the Board of Building and 
Safety Commissioners at the May 16 hearing.

2.

Soils & Geo study on the removal of the soil needed to create the pad (see above) which 
will be prior to any hillside stabilization measures Also, is there a temporary shoring plan to 
stabilize the hillstde white creating the pad? Please show a dimensioned Plan.
3. W?th the use of benching (cutting back soil from the top down in a "stairway" type cross 
section), shoring will not be needed to create the initial loading area. The plans previously 
reviewed and approved by the Grading Department, provide for the installation of "stabilization 
piles" during the excavation further up the slope These were addressed in the soils report and 
designed and located by the Civil and Structural Engineers These are shown of the structural 
plans

3

Diagram showing where/how the trucks will be loading/staging/turning around prior to the 
creation of a flat pad onsite,
4. Two sections of the K-rail will be relocated to allow the trucks to be loaded. Initially, there will 
be some partial lane blockage during the actual minutes of truck loading as discussed at 
the May 16 Commission hearing. That is why 2 flagmen with radios will be stationed in front of 
the property, for safety and traffic control. After being loaded, the trucks will pul! fully onto 
Angelo Drive and turn around immediately to the west of the property, under the guidance of the 
flagmen.

4.

How and where did they "test this utilizing the 10-cubic yd. trucks which was satisfactory 
to the Bldg Dept ?
5. There was no official requirement to conduct a truck turnaround test. It was done on our own 
to ensure it was viable and understand the logistics The truck turnaround test was conducted 
with a full size test truck where the initial trucks will actually turn around, immediately to the west 
of the property.

5.

Responses provided by Alan Cade, Project Manager for 1240 Angelo Drive, Los Angeles, CA


